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Welcome

Summary
Welcome
Thank you for your interest in the Co-Revolutionary
Competition. This was both an exciting event with very
interesting speakers and an excellent opportunity for
participants to interact with some of the most innovative
thought-leaders in the military, academia and business.
Including:
Alidade Incorporated
Alphachimp Studio, Inc.
ADDX Corporation
Chief of Naval Operations Strategic Studies Group
Computerworld Magazine
Dartmouth College
Evidence Based Research, Inc.
IcoSystems, Inc.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
McKearney Consulting
Naval Postgraduate School
Naval Surface Warfare Ofﬁcers School
Naval Undersea Warfare Center
Naval War College
NextScale
Newport Classic
Ofﬁce of Net Assessment (Ofﬁce of the Secretary of Defense)
Smart Money Magazine
Sonalysts, Inc.
vSente
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Welcome

Summary
Introduction

The Co-Revolutionary Competition
is a new style of seminar war game
developed with concepts from the
“new sciences” to overcome limitations in both contemporary military
gaming and corporate strategic planning.
Players explore the interplay of
technology and operations in a
highly competitive environment that
provides frequent interaction and
dynamic feedback over a four decade
gaming horizon.
Although the game starts with a
given set of possible futures, focused
iteration by adversarial interaction
drives players toward new and unexpected strategic destinations.
The game is successful if the set of
futures explored cannot be foreseen
from initial conditions and if players
achieve a new, informed perspective
of possible future outcomes of today’s
policy and strategy decisions.

Questions

Some of the hypotheses that the
game will investigate are:
• How does foregone legacy
investment aﬀect future strategic
positions?
• Is it possible to ‘lock-out’ the
strategies, technologies or operational concepts of an opponent?
• What Capital Time Constants
are relevant in Information Age
competition?
• What are the high leverage
aspects of co-revolution (cultural
factors, technology, systems integration, infrastructure, etc.)?
• What dynamics might give rise
to adversaries unintentionally
synchronizing to each other (and
therefore unexpectedly cooperating)?

Expectations

The game is expected to provide a
better understanding of the dynamics of Information Age competition,
exploration of potentially high valueadded concepts and technologies,
identiﬁcation of relevant ‘wild card’
behaviors and insight into the impact
of unintended consequences. Since
these results are just as relevant to
commercial competition as they are
to the military (and recognizing the
tendency of military professionals
to think and plan within a relatively
closed institutional culture) this
game is purposefully unclassiﬁed and
open to the public. A diverse group
of players from academia and a wide
variety of private and commercial enterprises are expected to attend. The
game is structured so that no special
knowledge of the military domain is
required for civilian players to be every bit as valuable to strategic interactions as their military teammates.

Who Should Play?

The Co-Revolutionary Competition
is an ideal experience for anyone
– military or civilian – who is faced
with long-range strategic investment
decisions in highly dynamic and
uncertain environments. This game
will provide indispensable lessons for
institutions in the throes of Information Age transformation – without
exposing them to real-world risk,
trial-and-error, failure or collapse.
3
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Book

I. Background

II. Purpose &
Objectives

In contemporary Department of Defense war games,
“Blue” is always technologically superior to its adversary,
“Red.” In addition, Blue and Red forces are determined
by separate, isolated analyses prior to (not as result of )
game play. War game participants are therefore often
exposed to biased representations of future Blue and Red
military capabilities. Moreover, these war games explore
only a limited, predictable set of futures. Perhaps as a
result of these prevalent war game assumptions, military
analysts repeatedly predict military futures that seem to
ignore long-term, focused co-evolution between competitors.

Some of the hypotheses that the game expects to investigate are:
• How does foregone legacy investment aﬀect future
strategic positions?
• Is it possible to ‘lock-out’ the strategies, technologies
or operational concepts of an opponent?
• What Capital Time Constants are relevant in Information Age competition?

Alidade Incorporated and the Newport Center for Information Age Warfare Studies has developed a new style of
seminar war game to overcome these conceptual preconditions. The Co-Revolutionary Competition, a seminar
war game that will explore co-evolution of technology
and operations in a competitive military environment, is
designed to provide frequent interaction for teams competing over a four decade gaming horizon. Although the
game will start with a set of possible futures, competitive,
focused, iteration by players will to allow the teams to
arrive at their own strategic destinations. Game success
will be determined by the extent to which players explore
the robustness of their competitive futures.

• What are the high leverage aspects of co-revolution (cultural factors, technology, systems integration,
infrastructure, etc.)?
• What dynamics might give rise to adversaries unintentionally synchronizing to each other (and therefore
unexpectedly cooperating)?
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III. Method
2. Assessment/Critique

1. Format

Two types of assessment will occur during the game.

The Co-Revolutionary Competition will use a “seminar”
format, with two-sided play between “Red” and “Blue”
players. Game Control may interject the perspectives of
third party players to more fully explore consequences of
players’ actions. There will be multiple moves for each
side, each move representing a decision point in a notional ten-year planning horizon. The scenario will not
refresh between moves, so the results of previous moves
will impact the current and future strategies of both
sides.

Game Control will assess the outcome of each move.
This assessment may be conducted using professional
judgment, computer simulations or various operations
research techniques. Players should recognize that
although many outcomes are possible for each move,
Game Control may choose only one. The assessment
presented to players, therefore, represents a particular
outcome from a much larger set of possible outcomes.
Players are encouraged to explore alternative outcomes
during discussion periods, but should also recognize that
the validity of alternate outcomes does not guarantee its
selection as part of the oﬃcial assessment. In fact, Game
Control may use statistical selection techniques that
could result in the selection of an outcome that is not the
most probable.
Players will assess the entire game during a “Hot Wash”
period following the second day of play. Each team
should designate players to note expectations, assumptions, alternative strategies, key decisions, and important
issues as they arise in deliberations and discussion. In the
Hot Wash, both teams and Game Control will engage
in open dialogue, self-assessment and mutual critique
during a combined plenary session. Lessons learned
about the nature of co-revolutionary competition should
be presented, and each team should speciﬁcally address
the results of their investigation of the game’s hypotheses. Comments on game design and mechanics will be
welcomed, as well as suggestions about the conduct and
format of future games.
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IV. Scenario
The year is 2005. Blue is the world’s sole superpower,
perceived by many (including themselves) as leading the
world in virtually every competition: economic, sociopolitical, technological, diplomatic and military. Some
consider Blue to be a benevolent hegemon. Their culture
and ideas are widely proliferated and frequently copied
by other states and societies. Blue currently spends $300
billion per year on defense, largely to support a strategy
where forward-deployed forces help keep Blue engaged
in perpetuating their superpower status, as well as to
promote freedom and democracy. Blue is very active in
regional aﬀairs worldwide, enthusiastically participating
in alliance activities such as multi-lateral exercises, UNsponsored actions and combined operations other than
war. Blue’s long-term strategic goal is to sustain trends
toward globalization, which they believe helps keep them
keep well ahead of their peers in international competition.

Red’s long-term strategic goal is to lessen Blue’s inﬂuence
in Red’s “backyard.” Explicitly recognizing their inferiority in the type of global presence displayed by Blue,
Red has focused their defense spending on systems and
concepts that attempt to deny Blue access to their region.
Map 1 shows the regional geography. Red routinely
operates well to sea, including within the Orange island
archipelago to the south and west, and, while capable of
transoceanic travel, Red is presently content to limit their
blue-water activity to the open ocean between the island
archipelago and the mainland.
Red’s order of battle will be provided with the game
materials on the ﬁrst day of play. Red also has a Ten Year
Rule (although not of their own making): their forces
are typically one technological generation behind Blue’s
forces. Red’s cost to lag technologically is historically
only about one third of Blue’s cost to lead.

Blue’s military order of battle will be provided with the
game materials on the ﬁrst day of play. Associated with
this order of battle is the steady march of Blue’s technological development and what might be called Blue’s
“Ten Year Rule”. Broadly stated, Blue’s Ten Year Rule
states that Blue’s order of battle is upgraded approximately every ten years. New “generations” of hardware
replace the last as a result of an industry-wide, systemic
process of continuous engineering improvement. Funding for the Ten Year Rule has for many decades been an
implicit assumption in Blue’s defense budget.
Red is a very large country located almost half a world
away from Blue. Although not possessing the same
global clout as Blue, Red nonetheless enjoys considerable
inﬂuence in the economic, socio-political, diplomatic
and military aﬀairs of its neighbors. Technologically, Red
is able to spotlight eﬀorts in particular industries and
their inﬂuence in this regard is felt in the global marketplace more than in regional commerce.
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V. Rules
This section contains the rules of the Co-Revolutionary Competition. These rules, however, are necessarily incomplete because of the path-dependent nature of the play. Control may impose additional rules or relax these rules as
the play unfolds. Teams that wish to modify existing or new rules should propose modiﬁcations to control.

Blue
1. Blue’s Defense Budget is $300 billion/year (2000
constant dollars) throughout the duration of the game.
Implicit in this funding level is the cost of Blue’s Ten Year
Rule.

Red
1. Red’s Defense Budget is $30 billion/year (2000
constant dollars) throughout the duration of the game.
Implicit in this funding level is the cost of Red’s Ten Year
Rule.

2. Blue may not signiﬁcantly alter their long-term strategy during the game.

2. Red may not signiﬁcantly alter their long-term strategy
during the game.

3. Blue will move ﬁrst. During Blue’s Move 1, Blue will
enjoy a defense budget windfall and must decide how to
spend it. The Blue government will give the Blue Department of Defense $300 billion to spend over ten years
(notionally $30 billion/year). Blue must choose a mix
of revolutionary warﬁghting capabilities from a menu
provided with the game materials. It may not spend any
of the windfall on more of the legacy force.

3. Red will move second. During Red’s Move 1, the Red
government will give the Red Ministry of Defense $30
billion to spend over ten years (notionally $3 billion/
year) as a response to Blue’s Move 1. Red can choose a
mix of revolutionary warﬁghting capabilities from the
menu provided or develop their own response. It may
not spend any of the windfall on more of the legacy
force.

4. The menu will provide assessments of the cost, time,
risk and covertness associated with developing these
capabilities. Blue may suggest changes to these variables
in the trade-space of a capability (for example, increasing the cost to reduce risk or reducing risk by increasing
time, etc.).

4. The menu will provide assessments of the cost, time,
risk and covertness associated with developing these
capabilities. Red may suggest changes to these variables
in the trade-space of a capability (for example, increasing the cost to reduce risk or reducing risk by increasing
time, etc.).

5. The budget for subsequent moves will revert to $300
billion/year (2000 constant dollars). Funding for new
capabilities that may be required in response to Red’s actions must be redirected from existing programs.

5. The budget for subsequent moves will revert to $30
billion/year (2000 constant dollars). Funding for new
capabilities that may be required in response to Red’s actions must be redirected from existing programs.
7
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VI. Battle Rhythm
Preparing for the Move Brief

With the exception of the ﬁrst move, each move will
last 2 hours. These two hours will consist of a 90-minute planning session followed by a 30-minute brief to
Control. About 60 minutes into each planning session,
the team will receive disclosures from Control about the
opposing team’s latest move. The following paragraphs
describe a notional cycle in a team’s Battle Rhythm. The
cycle begins with a planning session that immediately follows the previous Move Brief to Control and ends with
the next Move Brief to Control.

Following the disclosure, the team will have about 20
minutes to review their ongoing discussion, make a ﬁnal
decision and prepare a short brief to Control. The briefing template and will be provided as part of the game
materials.

The Move Brief

Once the team has reached a decision and is ready to
brief, Control will enter the team’s command room and
receive the Move Brief. The team will brief their decisions, including the rationale behind their choices, their
assessments of potential competitive responses and estimations of success. Following the Move Brief, the team
will start the next cycle by taking a ﬁfteen minute break
and then re-convening for a Planning Session.

Planning Session

Having just ﬁnished brieﬁng Control, the team may
take a ﬁfteen-minute break for coﬀee, administration,
etc. Soon after they reconvene, an umpire will address
the team and provide an umpired assessment of their
previous move. The team should then continue planning
by discussing, for example, likely adversary responses to
their previous move, concepts for their next move, perhaps to continue on the path they have recently chosen
or to choose an alternative path.

Disclosure

During a team’s planning session, their competitor is
developing its own strategy. Once their competitor has
completed their own brief to Game Control, an umpire
will provide to the team an intelligence assessment of the
competitor’s latest decision. The accuracy and completeness of this assessment will depend on the menu characteristics selected by the competitor. For example, if the
competitor chooses a capability with high covertness,
then the intelligence assessment will be less accurate or
complete than if the competitor chose a capability with
low covertness.
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Moves
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Illustrations by Matt Sullivan, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

Blue Move 1:
2010
Summary of Strategy
Maintain capability to contain Red
Move Brief - Objective
• Maintain a future capability to
contain Red
• Data and understanding, cultural
Intelligence
• Grow capability to gather and understand the people, culture.....
• Build Regional Relationships
• Be prepared for worst case–WAR!
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Blue Move 1: 2005 (continued)
Actions
• Defensive Missile Shield
• Super Cavitation Ships
• Super Cavitation Subs
• Advanced Training
• EBO- $10 B to reduce risk

Expected Response
• Ruﬄed feathers over Missile
shield and super cavitation
• Short range missiles

Minority Opinions
• Against Defense Missile Shield
• Supercavitating 1&2

• Spending on Sensors, mines
• More space activity

• Advanced Sensor

Illustrations by Matt Sullivan, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

• Information Warfare System
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Red Move 1:
2010
Move Brief - Objective
Increase Red’s economic clout and
global inﬂuence , by taking over
dominance of as many industries as
possible from Blue.

Illustrations by Peter Durand, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

Dominate our region economically
and politically (as a by-product of
the ﬁrst objective).
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Red Move 1:
2010 (continued)
Actions
Develop a regional economic mutual-interest group , and extend it
gradually to other areas of the world.
Membership: Developing nations
with large work forces.

Illustrations by Peter Durand, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

Use this group to increase our inﬂuence by: promoting increased wages
for developing world workers.
Fight piracy, drug traﬃcking.
Promote the group’s objectives via
global TV network.
Promote ecologically responsible
development.
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Red Move 1:
2010 (continued)
Actions/Expenditures
• Develop oﬀensive information
warfare capability targeting economic
systems, emphasizing insertion of
false information. ($5 bn)
• Increase domestic information
& technical security , emphasizing
alternative & backup systems.
($10 bn)
• Advanced cover/concealment/deception capability. ($5 bn)
Illustrations by Peter Durand, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

• Ecological & bio-defense research.
($8 bn) (publicly visible)
• Sensors & mine fuzes for supercavitational platforms. ($2 bn) (publicly visible)
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Illustrations by Peter Durand, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

Red Move 1:
2010 (continued)
Expected Response
• We don’t expect Blue to see/react
to the information warfare or information defense elements or the
advanced cover/concealment investment.
• Blue may respond to both our
biotech investments and our TV
network with propaganda questioning our motives and promoting their
own beniﬁcence.
Minority Opinions
• Some worry about Blue fomenting
revolution or dissent internally, and
believe we should spend money on
internal security as a countermeasure.
• Some worry that Red should invest
in autonomous UCAVs to counter
Blue’s air superiority.
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Move 2 Blue:
2015
Summary of Strategy
• Increase the understanding of Red.
Maintain friendly relations

Expectations v. Outcomes
• Increased sensor /mine capability as
expected

Assessment of success
• Forced Red to spend money on
anti Super cav. Tech

• Watch & Verify

• Bio threat?

• Hedge against future contingencies

• Increased investment in Hardware/
Software

• Blue/Red relationship has not
denigrated

Illustrations by Matt Sullivan, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

• Contain better than Confront
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Move 2 Blue: 2015 (cont.)
Actions
• Diplomatic initiatives to improve relationships with
nations in the region and Protect Blue access to markets
• Invite nations to an Economic summit

Objective
• Diplomatic initiatives to improve relationships
with Rafta nations
• Underwrite the security for the sea lanes to protect
Blue access to markets

• Collaborate in Peaceful Biotech with Red

Expected Response

Underwrite the security for the sea lanes

• Continued expenditure on Sensors and Mines

• Petition to get military cooperation amongst Blue and
all nations of the region
• Oﬀer military to military exchanges
• Explore the possibility to sell these countries military
assets with the exception of Red

• Will Red get more aggressive considering the
stumbling RAFTA? Red will turn down the invitation to protect the sea lanes
Minority Opinions

• Veriﬁcation of Red Intentions

Blue is being too nice!
17
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Red Move 2:
2020
Previous Move - ReCap
Red sought to increase its economic
clout and political inﬂuence, both
regionally and globally, and to seize
Move Brief - Objectives
• To claim beneﬁts of previous economic and diplomatic development
work.
• To use technological expertise to
capture dominance in certain economic sectors.

Illustrations by Peter Durand, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

Actions
• Lobby Europe to push for treaties
requiring eco-friendly production on
a per-capita basis (statistically exploit
large population).
• Oﬀer Western-style brands directly
to Blue consumers (a la Eagle bikes),
particularly in software, IT, small
arms, boat engines, private planes.
• Manage economic development to
minimize vulnerability to resource
price shocks. (Reap beneﬁts of ecological responsibility.)
• Explain to developing world
that higher wages will beneﬁt their
economies (collective bargaining by
developing world).
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Red Move 2:
2020 (continued)
Actions/Expenditures
• Use untraceable cyber-attacks to
raise costs and reduce reliability
of Blue products we’re competing with, including software, small
high-tech manufacturing. (Many
attacks that would not be easily
identiﬁable as attacks.)
• Use TV network to highlight veriﬁable abuses by Blue forces abroad
(sexual harassment, property damage/seizures).
Illustrations by Peter Durand, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

• Propose military defensive alliance, with Blue and other regional
countries against rogue nations and
terrorist organizations, that caps
Blue’s presence in Red’s region. Pact
should allow combined operations
only.
Minority Opinions
• Some anxiety that we may have
forfeited our economic advantages
over Blue by advocating higher
worldwide wages. Miscommunication with Green has aggravated this
issue.
• A “mirroring problem”: Are we
unconsciously acting too nice, or
too “Blue”? E.g. endorsing free
trade, avoiding military escalation.
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Blue Move 3:
2025
Expectations v. Outcomes
• No evidence of continued expenditure on Sensors and Mines

• Underwrite the security for the
sea lanes

• Red did get more aggressive after
the stumbling RAFTA

• Protect Blue access to markets

• Red turn down the invitation to
protect the sea lanes

Assessment of Success
Relationship has soured on the
economic front, but has yet to turn
militaristic

Illustrations by Matt Sullivan, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

Summary of Strategy
• Diplomatic initiatives to improve
relationships with Rafta nations
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Blue Move 3:
2025 (continued)

Move Brief - Actions
• Review computer defense capabilities

Move Brief - Objective
• Counter Reds eﬀorts to discredit
blue ecology & energy policy

• Conduct humanitarian Op exercise
and oﬃcer exchange with Red

• Counter Reds eﬀort to create a
labor and product Block

• Conduct bilateral negotiations with
individual nations to counter Red’s
eﬀorts
• Oﬀer to participate with Orange in
a military training exercise
• Advocate a more balanced news
coverage on Red TV

• Keep lobbying Europeans, slamming Blue and Green on Red TV
Minority Opinions
• Being too nice
• More military exercises in the region
• Against any Military exercises with
Orange

Illustrations by Matt Sullivan, Alphachimp Studio, Inc.

• Maintain blue inﬂuence within the
Region

• Information campaign defending
our position

Expected Response
• Continue to squeeze Orange
Strengthen ties with Brown

21
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Red Move 3:
2030

Move Brief - Objective
• Prevent Blue from intruding military in our region, and from intimidating our neighbors.
• Continue to compete aggressively
with Blue in new economic sectors as
well as the ones already conquered.
• Increasing our military and economic dominance of our region.

Move Brief - Actions
• Invest in short-range, defensive
air superiority UCAVs and weapon
technology, building on our Move 2
investment in airplane engines, general aviation aircraft and IT development.
• Continue our semiconductor advancements into an advanced multifunction RF component technology,
for counterstealth air surveillance
and targeting. (Combined cost: $3
bn.)
• Oﬀer these technologies for sale to
other countries as they’re developed.
• Oﬀer regional countries a free-trade
zone and hold regional summits to
discuss security assistance and economic cooperation.
• Increase sophistication and subtlety
of our cyber-attacks, and take measures to increase confusion about
their sources. Oﬀer Blue assistance in
defending against attacks.
• Institute restrictions on travel to
Orange, to be lifted when (a) a freetrade zone is agreed and (b) Orange
no longer operates unilaterally with
Blue.
• Commercially exploit biotech
R&D, and enter Blue’s market with
products from this ﬁeld, announcing
major medical & agricultural breakthroughs.
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Red Move 3:
2030 (continued)
Expected Response
• Consternation on the part of Blue.
• Orange will probably ask Blue for
more economic and military help.
• Blue won’t give enough to oﬀset
our pressure. Orange should eventually agree to exclude Blue.
• Blue could start investing in otherregional countries to take production
away from Red. If so, Red should be
prepared to outsource aggressively to
those countries.

23
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Blue Move 4:
2035

Move Brief - Objective
• Build intnatl pressure to stop the
IO attacks, and Information campaign against Blue
• Deﬁne the economic attack as a
hostile act
• Develop negotiating leverage
against Red
• Develop political leverage within
Red
• Detailed assessment and response
to IO attacks

24

Summary of Strategy
• Information campaign to improve
relationships with Rafta and European nations
• Underwrite the security for the
sea lanes
• Counter drug and humanitarian
operations with Red
• Approach Orange about coalition
operations
• Protect Blue access to markets
Advocate balance news coverage
in Red
• Assess progress of investments
Bilateral negotiations with Red for
BioTech, Security and Economics
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Blue Move 4:
2035 (continued)
Expectations v. Outcomes
• Continue to squeeze Orange
• Strengthen ties with Brown
• Keep lobbying Europeans, slamming Blue and Green on Red TV
• Assessment of success
• Successful Humanitarian Ops with
Red, but Red claims Blue violated
Security Summit Agreement
WTO is concerned that Red is not
playing within WTO guidelines.

• SECDEF Orange meets with Ministry of Defense from Red

• EBO and advanced training
systems are working as expected and
are keeping us on top of threats,
e.g., cyber, but cannot establish the
identity of the attacker or the nature
and extent of counter attacks. These
technologies are not working as well
with Red as with other countries.

• Orange agrees to Ops with Blue
Investments

• IO technologies are working, but
not deployed.

• Missile shield and Supercav 1&2
have delivered results in some cases
better than expected and fully operational

• Congressional assessment of continued investment are mixed.

• DEPSECCOM reports Red product dumping in Blue capturing 7.5%
of light manufacturing
market in Blue due to Blue quality
control problems
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Blue Move 4:
2035 (continued)

Move Brief - Actions
• Demand the $8B returned
• Economic incentive for Green and
Orange to produce the small manufactured goods of interest to Red

Move Brief – Expected Response
• Red will lie like snakes
• Retreat from Cyber Attacks for a
brief period

• Investigate Blue QC issues

• Exploit their bio break through

• Oﬀer A base with Orange (include
• Missile Defense shield oﬀer to
cover base and the rest of Orange
and Purple)

They will not share the beneﬁts of
the BioTech advance

• Demand Red lift travel restrictions
to Orange
• Economic aid package to Orange
to oﬀ set drop in tourism

• Red will Sell Defense Tech to a
country friendly to Blue.
• Some internal political pressure on
Red will increase in response to Blue
eﬀorts

• Continue security negotiations
with Red
• Employ EBO and training to assess centers of gravity (e.g., political
pressures, etc.) and begin pressuring
cronies of Red leadership in an eﬀort
to change Red’s strategy.
• Prepare a detailed IW contingency
campaign.
• Exploit intelligence of the defectors.
• Step up covert ops to exploit/ Reverse Engineer Red Tech (UCAV Air
defense & BioTech)
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Red Move 4:
2035
Previous Move - ReCap

In Move 3, Red implemented
new defense technologies and
diplomatic maneuvers to counter Blue’s military overtures in
our region. We also continued
our strategy of aggressive economic competition and cyberattacks.
Subsequently, Blue has uncovered evidence linking the
attacks to Red; meanwhile, its
military posture in our region
has been more aggressive.
Objective

• To prevent Blue from establishing a military presence in
Orange (or anywhere else in
our region).
• Continue to capitalize on our
economic policies, expanding
them into biotech as well as
sustaining them in high-tech, et
cetera.
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Red Move 4:
2035 (continued)
Actions

• Deal with threats posed by
Blue-Orange alliance by
1) Shutting down tourism entirely
from Red, pointing out that Blue
won’t be able to replace this revenue in longer term;
2) Supporting Orange political
parties and entities that are opposed to Blue;
3) Contracting to buy Purple’s
entire annual oil output, thus
increasing costs to Orange & Blue.
4) Producing regime change in
Orange;
5) If and as Blue base is built,
encouraging extensive terrorist
activity within Orange, exploiting
geographical, cultural and economic divisions within Orange.

• Carefully inaugurate untraceable outbreaks of possibly
naturally caused bio-disasters,
damaging industries within
Blue that we’re now competing
with in our biotech commercialization.
• Begin to wind down our cyber-attacks gradually, claiming
credit for tracking down many
sources worldwide.
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Blue Move 5:
2040 (continued)
Move Brief - Objective
• Continue to build international
pressure against cyber attacks
• Stop the Cyber Attacks
• Conﬁrm the source and correlation
of all attacks
(1) Cyber
(2) Economic (e.g., tourism,
Purple Oil, QC)
• Continue to insure Blue’s access to
the Red region
Actions
• Covertly Deploy Blues Cyber attack against Red to deplete but not
eliminate Reds ﬁnancial Resources
and distribute them amongst multiple disadvantaged countries

Expected Response
• Covertly Deploy Blues Cyber attack against Red to deplete but not
eliminate Reds ﬁnancial Resources
and distribute them amongst multiple disadvantaged countries - Cry

• Address UN re. Cyber Attacks

• Address UN re. Cyber Attacks
- Deny

• Investigate Reds Bio Tech developments
• Maintain ongoing military, political and economic initiatives in the
region, i.e. Build Base on Orange
• Bank roll Orange’s purchase of
Miltary hardware (covertly)
• Approach Red on sharing their
Tech Developments

• Investigate Reds Bio Tech developments
• Maintain ongoing military, political and economic initiatives in the
region

Minority Opinions
Covertly Deploy Blues Cyber attack
against Red to deplete Reds ﬁnancial Resources and distribute them
amongst multiple disadvantaged
countries correlating multi-dimensional events as intended by the
original investment
• Reluctant to take aggressive action
due to lack of conﬁrming data
• Diﬃcult but not impossible to lock
out opponent’s options

• Build Base on Orange – Isolate
Orange and Cancel UCAV deal
• Bank roll Orange’s purchase of
Miltary hardware (covertly)
• Approach Red on sharing their
C.N.A. Tech Developments -
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Blue Move 5:
2040 (continued)

Summary and Observations
• In general, blue was able to achieve
their initial strategic objectives
Blue gained strategic bases in the
region
Red succeeded at some low level
with economic attacks
• Warfare had been taking place
from day 1 on an economic level and
succeeded in making a dent in our
economy although the extent is not
quantiﬁable

30

• Red was able to highly leverage
small funds. Is their strategy self
destructive in the long run due to
complexity, are the outcomes predictable?
• Should have taken the gloves oﬀ
sooner
• EBO did not identify attack by
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Game Hot Wash
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Speakers
Guest Speakers
Eric Bonabeau, Icosystems
Scott Borg, Economist
Jeff Cares, Alidade Incorporated
J.C.Herz, Consultant and Author
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About the Speakers
Jeﬀ Cares, President of Alidade Incorporated, is a naval
futurist and military innovation expert. As Co-founder
of the Newport Center for Information Age Warfare
Studies in Rhode Island, he has published pioneering
work in the application of New Science techniques to
military problems. An Operations Research analyst, he
has extensive experience using classic OR techniques to
develop concepts of warfare for 50-years in the future.
In addition to lecturing internationally on Information Age Warfare, Jeﬀ advises military, New Economy
and defense industry executives on strategic investment
decisions. Jeﬀ conceived of and developed the Co-Revolutionary Competition and has been the war game series
director since 2001.

Eric Bonabeau is one of the world’s leading experts
in complex systems and distributed adaptive problem
solving. He has a Ph.D. in Theoretical Physics from
Paris-Sud University in France, and he spent several years
as a Research Fellow at the Santa Fe Institute. He is
also an alumnus of the two premier French universities,
Ecole Polytechnique and Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Télécommunications. Eric is Co-Editor-in-Chief of the
journal Advances in Complex Systems and serves as a member of the editorial board of the journals Artiﬁcial Life
and Information Sciences. He is editor and co-author of
the book Intelligence Collective (Hermes Sciences, Paris)
and the co-author of the books Swarm Intelligence and
Self-Organization in Biological Systems. Eric’s commercial
experience includes years of research and development
in US and European telecommunications and software
companies as well as establishing the ﬁrm Eurobios. He
sits on the advisory board of several companies, including
a number of Fortune 500 corporations.

J.C. Herz is a researcher and designer who specializes
in networked interaction design: how the rule structure
of massively multiplayer systems alters human behavior
within those systems, and where, and how to introduce
mechanisms that leverage both the power of digital
networks and the intrinsic attributes of human nature
and the social dynamics that emerge in groups, online
and oﬄine. Clients include multinational corporations,
nonproﬁt organizations and the U.S. Defense Department (DARPA, OSD and other agencies). J.C. sits on
the National Research Council’s Committee on Creativity and Information Technology, and the Defense
Advanced Research Project Agency’s study group on
patterns of emergent behavior in massively multiplayer
persistent worlds. She is the author of two books, Surﬁng
on the Internet (Little Brown, 1994), an ethnography of
cyberspace before the web, and Joystick Nation: How Videogames Ate Our Quarters, Won Our Hearts, and Rewired
Our Minds (Little Brown, 1997), a history of videogames
which traces the cultural and technological evolution
of the ﬁrst medium that was born digital, and how it
shaped the minds of a generation weaned on Atari. J.C.
published 100 essays on the grammar and syntax of game
design in New York Times between 1998-2000.

Scott Borg comes to security issues from a background
in business economics and the theory of complex systems. In the mid-nineties, he was one of the original
developers of Value Creation Analysis, a set of cooperative-game-theory-based techniques for determining how
much value can be created by various combinations of
business components. He has since applied this method
successfully to many problems involving information,
pricing theory, supply chains, internet intermediaries,
and alliance management. He has done work for the
United Nations and lived in many foreign countries. A
frequent commentator on public radio, he has also lectured at Harvard, Columbia, Yale, University of Chicago,
Dartmouth, London, and Massachusetts. Scott was the
Red Team Commander.
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